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The MYA was 
delighted to receive 
a record number 
of eleven entries 
for this year’s 
award. There was 
also a late entry 
that will be well 
in time for next 
year’s competition! 
This design, 
‘PIPEDREAM’ by 
Mark Dicks was 
displayed on the 
Footy table at the 
MYA AGM along 
with the board 
displaying all the 
other designs. 
See the photo 
below. Two of the 
entries displayed 
are ineligible, as 
AWK was a judge’s 
entry and PRESTO was from 
Italian enthusiast, Flavio Faloci. 
However the standard of the 
latter is a model for future 
entrant’s presentation with the 
most beautiful pencil drawing 
and well-detailed written page.

Unlike last year’s entries only fi ve 
were completed boats, with 6 brand 
new designs. They were the most 
imaginative and innovative of the 35 
designs that have been submitted 
for this award so far. All the built 
designs used recycled materials 
in their construction and in the 
majority of those designs recycled 
materials formed the main part of 
the construction. Andy Trewin’s ‘IT’, 
‘TUBBY 1’ and ‘TINNY’ showed 
the greatest element of fun, using 
pop bottles, beer cans etc! ‘TUBBY 
1’ was considered a winner by one 
of the judges. Andrew Halstead’s 
ingenious ‘ZBF’ is a submersible 
boat, which pushed the Footy Class 
Rule to the limit. An interpretation 
was requested, which the Class 
Association determined in favour of 
the design idea complying with the 
CR. This design revealed a serious 
inadequacy in the ERS defi nition of 
hull, by failing to describe it as partly 
above and partly below the waterline. 

The relevant ISAF committee is being 
informed for input into the next ERS 
revision in 4 years time.

Innovation and 
improvement
Les Anderson’s ‘LEMA’ is a 
low freeboard design with the 
construction carefully detailed. Peter 
Robinson’s ‘ROLL OVER DARLING’ 
is an idea for a method of building 
giving the structure, but leaving the 
hull shape and dimensions to the 
builder/designer’s choice. This could 
be ideal for a school’s project and was 
marked highly by the judges despite 
its lack of specifi c shape. Angus 
Richardson’s two designs ‘POODLE’ 
and ‘NEWFOUNDLAND’ were 
both considered winners by two of 
the judges, but these designs tied for 
the runners up spot overall. Both 
had very persuasive arguments in the 
written descriptions for the details like 
the canard rudder and 
the increase in displacement 
compared to Angus’ 2007 designs, 
which have been thoroughly 
tested this season. The promise 
of improvements and innovation 
in balanced una rigs and hull 
construction will be watched 
with interest in 2009.

It was clear that designers had 
expended a great deal of enthusiasm 
and hard work testing their ideas 
and presenting their designs. As they 
were so different, judging the entries 
was extremely diffi cult and the 
results are very close, as you can see 
below. However the consistent high 
standard in all the marking categories 
gave Trevor Thomas and his design 
‘MISTRALETTE’ the 2008 Chris Dicks 
Award. Apart from the McCormack 
rig this boat is very conventional 
with a planked balsa round-bilged 
hull, plywood fi n etc. All the more 
creditable is that this is Trevor’s fi rst 
design; a pretty hull shape based 
on an American 1 m design with 
plenty of freeboard forward, shaped 
foil sections with every aspect well 
detailed and presented. 
 Roger Stollery 

For information and future reference 
the scores out of 100 are as follows:
MISTRALETTE 60
NEWFOUNDLAND 59
POODLE 59
ROLL OVER DARLING 54
TUBBY 1 54
ZBF 53
IT 52
TINNY 50
LEMA 50
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